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Briga Exercises 

Singing Varnams in three speeds helps in culturing the voice and training it to be able to perform  
complex aspects of music. Akara singing ( of Janta and Dhattu Varisagal) in at least four speeds with  
clarity with each notes rolling like “laddus”, with good kalapramanam (perfect tempo), has to be  
practiced in many ragas on a regular basis. 

By practising varnams  in slow tempo one can develop the raga alapana in each phrase. Great 
composers have  composed varnams giving the full fledged raga bhava, swara phrases ,range of the raga 
etc.  Pallavi and Anupallavi in varnams help to develop gamakas or oscillations. . There has to be a 
judicious mix of gamakas, brigas and flat notes while singing an alapana or krithi. Singing the Varnam in 
3 speeds also help to develop Brigas.  

What is Briga ? – What is the difference between a gamaka and a briga ?  

Gamaka is an oscillation between previous and next note. Gamaka is defined as graceful singing.  Brigas 
are closely packed gamakas.  The difference is that it involves quick and intricate voice modulation. It 
reveals the extent of control the musician has over his voice to roll it at a fast speed.  Brigas have more 
notes. This also comes under sangathi.  Several compositions have the last sangathi  as briga laden 
sangathi. It is also referred to as a type of moorchanai gamaka, in which the aarOhana and avarOhana 
are combined and sung VERY fast. 

These are some of the fundamental exercises practiced to develop a briga laden singing. The 
Capital letter denotes that the particular swara has to be sung in Thaara Stayi / Upper Octave.  
Dots  put under the swara indicates Manthrastayi/Lower octave 

X 1 2 3 X   X   
Exercise 1 - The underlined swara phrases has to be sung in double speed –Adi Tala 

s,rg- r,gm g,mp-m,pd p,dn-d,nS S,RS   n,Sn   d,nd  p,dp   m,pm  g,mg   r,gr,  s,rs 
n,sn  d,nd 
·   · ·  ·   · · 

Exercise 2  

s, rs s,,, r, gr r,,,   g, mgg,,, m, pmm,,, p, dpp,,, d, ndd,,, n, Snn,,, S, RSS,,, 

S, RSS,,, n, Snn,,, d, ndd,,, p, dpp,,, m, pmm,,, g, mgg,,, r, grr,,,  s, rss,,, 

Exercise 3   

s,r,  g,mg r,gr  s,rs r,g,  m,pm g,mg r,gr g,m,  p,dp m,pm  g,mg m,p, d,nd p,dp  m,pm 

p,d,  n,Sn   d,nd  p,dp    d,n,   S,RS    n,Sn   d,nd n,S, R,GR   S,RS   n,Sn S,R, G,MG   R,GR  S,RS      
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X 1 2 3 X   X   
Exercise 4 

s,r,  g,mg    r,g,  m,pm   g,m,  p,dp   m,p, d,nd   p,d,  n,Sn   d,n,   S,RS    n,S, R,GR S,R, G, MG 

R,GR  S,RS      S,RS   n,Sn n,Sn  d,nd d,nd  p,dp    p,dp m,pm m,pm g,mg g,mg r,gr r,gr  s,rs 

s,rg- r,gm g,mp-m,pd p,dn-d,nS S,RS   n,Sn   d,nd  p,dp   m,pm  g,mg   r,gr,  s,rs 
n,sn  d,nd 
·   · ·  ·   · · 

Exercise 5-Briga Exercise with Dhattu and Jantai Pattern 

smgm r,gr  s,rs ssrr ggmm rpmp g,mg r,gr rrgg mmpp 

gdpd m,pm g,mg ggmm ppdd mndn p,dp  m,pm mmpp ddnn 

pSnS d,nd  p,dp    ppdd nnss Spdp n,Sn   d,nd SSnn ddpp 

nmpm n,dn p,dp nndd ppmm dgmg d,nd  p,dp    ddpp mmgg 

prgr p,dp  m,pm ppmm ggrr msrs m,pm  g,mg   mmgg rrss 

 

These exercises are to be practiced in swaras in all the three speeds and then in akAram. Students 

please note that there is no shortcut method to achieve the technique of briga singing.  It cannot be 

achieved in one fine morning with a single day practice. May be some singers (very rare) has got this 

innate talent in briga singing.  Everyday religious practice alone will definitely help you to achieve this.  

Please listen to the singing of G.N.Balasubramanian, M.L.Vasanthakumari, T.N.Seshagopalan , Tanjore 

Kalyanaraman , Sudha Raghunathan , Pantula Rama etc..  They employ briga phrases in their raga  

alapana and sangathis in krithis.  

They  are the briga experts who could maintain poise amidst a  blistering exposition of brigas. What 

the student should make note here is, even though the sangathis are fast moving, you can experience 

the mesmerizing melody of the raga slowly unfolding in-between. 

Your singing should not be just a vocal exercise of brigas while you do the raga alapana losing the soul 

and identity of the raga and its bhava. 

 

 


